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Precision Landing Solution
For Autonomous Drone Operations

FlytDock is an autonomous precision target landing solution for fully automating drone operations. Powered by FlytBase, this 
intelligent module utilizes computer vision techniques and dedicated landing algorithms to precisely align, approach and land the 
multirotor on the ArUco markers on ground.

#bvlos #droneinabox

Autonomously land or hover the drone over a 
visual target for commercial applications like 
emergency response, inspection, delivery,  
warehouse or asset inspection.

Fully Autonomous

FlytDock enables the drone to land itself, reattempt landing 
in case of lost tag, or trigger fail-safe based on external 
conditions. The complete solution has been designed 
ground-up for autonomous commercial drone operations.

No human intervention required 

Accurate & Reliable

Sophisticated computer vision and landing algorithms 
detect the visual markers and plan a smooth approach to 
the landing site. The system can land accurately every 
time on ground or elevated platforms, indoors or outdoors 
during day or night.

Accurately land outdoors or indoors

Minimal Infrastructure

Requires a downward looking camera with SBC 
(on-board/on-ground) & static visual markers on the 
ground. This eliminates the need of any additional sensors 
like IR, RTK GPS, range finders, etc. FlytDock works with 
DJI, Ardupilot & PX4 drones.

Easy to set up, works with any drone

Scalable Deployments

FlytDock exposes APIs that can allow integration with 
drone-in-a-box hardware and remote management over the 
cloud. The solution can be easily scaled to a fleet of drones and 
docking stations for fully-autonomous deployments.

Integrate with docking station and cloud
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Contact us for more information

Salient Features
Vision-based

Precise maneuvering

Marker-based pose estimation

Supports charging pads

Supports docking stations

Drone-in-a-Box integration

Built-in fail-safe

Sensor redundancy

No IR/RTK-GPS/LIDAR required

Environment & hardware agnostic

How does Precision Landing work?

Major Use Cases

Integrate with Docking Stations or Charging Pads

FlytDock is an intelligent module which uses a downward looking monocular camera to detect fiducial markers. These markers (ArUco 
tags) can be printed & used as landing sites. Pose is estimated using the tag size & calibrated camera information. No other equipment 
such as LIDAR or Rangefinder is required: the altitude and location for the landing site are found using just the pose estimation of the 
markers. The precision landing controller precisely maneuvers the drone to the landing site using FlytAPIs. 

“We are excited about our collaboration with FlytBase, which enables enterprises and privates to immediately benefit from affordable and 
scalable autonomous drone installations” - Andrea Puiatti, CEO, Skysense, Inc.

Accurately land the drone on the docking platform, charging station, back of your truck or any elevated platform. 

Message from Our Technology Partner:

Emergency Response
Launch drones as first responders from the nearest 
docking station to the emergency site and precisely land 
it back to prepare for next mission.

Package Delivery
Deploy tags on the landing sites to precisely hover or 
land for package delivery. Trigger drone actions based on 
the sites.

Warehouse Management
Precisely land the drone  on top of a charging pad for 
continuous automated missions in GPS-denied 
environments such as warehouses.

Autonomous Inspections
Precisely align the drone to high value assest & 
structures that need regular inspection and monitoring 
without manual intervention.

All drones and docking 
stations connected 
remotely via cloud

Real time control of 
drones; live data
relayed to the ground 
station

Ready-fleet of drones
getting charged at the 
base station

Autonomously dispatch 
drones as first responsders 
& precisely land it back for 
automated charging

Fully automated
Wind Turbine 
inspection; real time 
data transfer and 
report compilation  
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Learn more at | https://flytbase.com/flytdock


